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Comprehension: 

The passage below is accompanied by a set of questions. Choose the best answer to each 
question. 

 

The sleights of hand that conflate consumption with virtue are a oentral theme in A Thirst for 
Empire, a sweeping and richly detailed history of tea by the historian Erika Rappaport. How 

did tea evolve from an obscure “China drink° to a universal beverage imbued with civilising 
properties‘7 The answer, in brief, revolves around this confietion, nof only by profit-motivetad 
marketers but by a wide variety of interest groups. While abundant historical records have 

allowed the study of how tea itself moved from east to west. Rappaport is focused on the 
movement of the idea of tea to suit particular purposes. 

 
Beginning in the 1700e, the temperance movement advocated for tea as a p]easura that 
cheered but dld not lnebrlate, and Industrlallsts soon borrowed thls moral argument In 
edvencing their caee for free trade in tea [and henca more apan merket8 for their I@xtiI@B). 
Factory owners joined in, compelled by the cauce of a sober workforce, while Christian 
miasioneries discovered ihat tea “would soothe any colonial encounter”. During the Second 
World War, tea service was presented as a social and patriotic activity that uplifted soldiers 
and calmed refugees. 

 
But it was tea's consumer-directed marketing by importers and retailers - and later by brands 

— that mo8t closely portents current trade debates. An eañy version of the •farm to table” 
movement was sparked by anti-Chinese sentiment and concerns over trade deficits, as w&I 

as by the reality and threat of adulterated tea confining dirt and hedge dippings. Lipton was 
soon advertising km the Garden to Tea Cup" supply chains originating in British India and 

supervised by “educated Englishmen”. While tea markedng always Resented dlrect consumer 
benefite (health, energy, relaxation), tee drinkars wera alao esaured that they ware 

participating in a larger noble project that advanced the causes of family, nation and 
civilization. . . . 

 

Rappaport’s treatment of her subject is refreshingly apolitical. Indeed, it is a virtue that 
readers wil ba una@e to guess her pc itiW orientation: both the miracle of markets and 
capitalism's dark underbdly are evident in tea’s complex story, as are the complicated effects 
of British colonieliem. . . . Commodity histories are now lhemse]vea commodities: recent 
works investigate cotton, salt, cod, sugar, chocolate, paper and milk. And morality marketing 
is now a commodity as well, applied to food, “fair trade” apparel and eco•tourism. Yel tea is, 
Rappaport makes ctear, a world apart — an astoniehi 8UCC0g G& ill which tea marketers 



 

 
 

not only succeeded In conveying a sense of moral elevatk›n lo the consumer bul also 
arguably did advance the cause of civilisation and community. 

 
I have been offered tea at a British garden party, a Bedouin campfire, a Turkish carpet shop 
and e Japanese chashitsu, to name a few settings. In  each  case the offering  was  more en 

idea — friendship, community, respect — than a drink. and in each case the idea then created a 
reality. It is not a stretch to sey that tea marketers have advanced the particularly noL  e cause 
of human dialogue and friendship. 



 

 
 

6ubouaetlon No: 1 

EU The author of this book review Is LEA9T Ilkdy to support the view that: 



 

 
 

Ans  1. tea drlnl‹lng has a social rttual worldwide. 

2. taa drinking waa eometi‹tiaa p omotad as a patriotic duty. 



 

 
 

3. tea beceme the leading drink in Britain in the nineteenth century. 

4. 0+e ñtuel of drlnklng tea promotes congenialtty and camaraderie. 



 

 
 

6uboueetlon No: 2 

A Thee beak revlaw etguea that, accerdlng to Rappaport, tea is unlike other "morality" 

 



 

 
 

Ana 1. appealed a a ur›ivaC g+oup and rant }u6t to a nid+e section of people. 

2. had an actual benefioal affact on social interaction and society in general. 



 

 
 

3. was actively er›c‹xtra0ed Dy kitereat graupa iu #›e government. 

1. waa markated by a wide range of interest groupe. 



 

 
 

9ubQuestion No : 3 

0.3 Today, “confIet{tng] consumption wlth vlrtue” can be seen In the marketing of: 



 

 
 

Ans  1. erpo miCal designed products. 

2. travel to pnstine destinations. 



 

 
 

3. sustainably farmed foods. 

4. natural health supplements. 



 

 
 

6ubeuestion No : 4 

0  Accordlng to this book review, A Thlrst for Empire seys that, In addltlon to “profit- 
motivated marketers”, tea drinking was promoted in Britain by all of the foBowing 
EXCEPP 



 

 
 

Ans 1. manufacturers who were pressing for duty•free imports. 

2- fectqriea to instill aobri‹+ty in their labour. 

3. the anti-alcohol lobby as a substitute for the consumpoon of liquor. 



 

 
 

4. tea drinkers lobbying for product diversity. 



 

 
 

Comprehenslen: 

The passage below Is accompanied by a set of questions. Choose the best answer to each 
question. 

 

For the Maya of the Classic period. who lived in Southern Mexico and Central America 
between 250 and 900 CE, the category  of ’persons'  was not coincident with human beings, as 

it is for us. That is, human beings were persons — but other, nonhuman entities could be 
parsons, too. ... In order fa exr ore the slippage of categories between ’humans' and 
'persons', I examined a very specific category of ancient Maya images,  found  painted  in 

scenes on ‹:›eramic ye9sels. I U@ht out instances in which fa‹:›es (some combination of eyes, 
nose, and mouth) are shown on inanimate objects. ..  . Consider  my iPhone,  which needs  to 
be fed with electricity every night, swaddled in a protective bumper, and enjoys 
communicating with other fallow-phone-beings. Does it hava personhood  (if at  all) because  it 
Is oonnected to me, drawing thls resource km me as an owner or source? For me Maya 
(who did have plenty of other communicating objects, if not smertphones), the answer was no. 
No huma persons were not tethered to special humans, and they did not derive their 
personhood from a oonnection with e human. . . . It’a a profoundly democratising wey pf 
understanding the world. Humans are not more important persons — we are just one of many 
kinds of persons who inhabit this world. ... 

 
The Maya saw personhood as ’activated' by experiencing certain bodily needs and through 
participation in certain aocial activities. For example. among the faced objects thaf I 
examined, persons aro marked by personal requirements (such as hunger, tiredness, physical 
closeness), and by community obligations (communication, interaction, ritual observance). In 
the imagas I examined, we cee, for instance, facad objects being cradled in humans’ arms;  

we also see them speaking to humans. These core elements of personhood are both turned 
inward, what the body or ealf of a peraon requiraa, end outward, what a community expects pf 
the persons who are a part of It, underlining the reciprocal nature of community membership. . 

 

Personhood was a nonbinary proposition for the Maya. Entities were able to be persons while 
also being something Sea. The facad objecB I lookad at indicate that they continue to be 
functional, doing what objects do (a stone implement continues to chop, an incense burner 
continues to do ia smoky work). Furthermore, the Meye visually depicted meny objects in 
ways that indicafed the material category to which they belonged — drawings the stone 
implement show fhat a person-tool is stil made of stone. One additional complexity: the 



 

 
 

incense burner (which would have been made of clay, and decorBted with spiky app{iques 

representing the sacred ceiba tree found in this region) 1s categorised as a person — but also 
ae a trae. With thase Maya examp{ea, we are challenged to diacard the person/nonperson 
binary that constitutes our basic ontological oudook. . . . The po usness boundaries that 
we have seen in the Maya world points towards the possibility of living with a certain 
uncatagorisBbility of the wodd. 



 

 
 

SubQuestion No : 5 

L5 Which one of the foBowing best explains the “additional complexity” What tha example 
of the intense burner illuatratee regerdlng pereonhood for the Claaelc Maya? 

Ans 1. The example adds a new layer to the nonbinary understanding of personhood by 

bringing in a ‹hird category that shares a dissimilar relation with the previous two. 

2. The example adds a new layer to the nonbinary understanding of personhooa s/ 

bringing in a third category that shares a similar relation with the previous two. 



 

 
 

3. The e mpfe provides an exception to the nonbinary understanding of persmhood 

that the paesege had hitherto established. 
 

The example complicates the nonbinery understanding af peraonhood by bñnging in the 

sacred, establ shing the porosity of the divine and the profane. 



 

 
 

SubQuestion No : 6 

La  which one of the following, if true about the Classic Maya, vould invalidate the 
purpose of the IPhone example In the passage? 

Ans 1. The personhood of the incense durner and the stone chopped was a function of their 

usefulness to human9. 

 
2. Classic Maya aonga raprasent both humans and nor›-giving objects as characters, 

talking and interacting with eech other. 

 



 

 
 

3. Unlike modem smieties equipped with mobile phor›ae, the Claseic klaya did not have 

any communicating objects. 

 
4. Tbs clay incense burner with spiky eppI‹ques was categorised only as person and 

not as a trae by the Oaesic Maya. 



 

 
 

SubQuestlon No : 7 

&7 On the basis of the passage, which one of the foBowing wo dviews can be inferred to 
be closest to that of the Claaalc Maya2 

Ans  1. A triba fhat perceives its hunting weapons as sacred parson•artefacts because of 

their significance to it9 Survival. 

2. A tribe that perceives its utensil as person-utensils in light of their functona|ity and 

bodily needs. 



 

 
 

 

A tribe that perceives plants as person&ants because they form an ecosystem and are 
k by needs uf nutrition. 

4. A futuristic soc ey mat perceives robots to be persons as well as robots because of 

their similarity to humans. 



 

 
 

SubQuestlon No : 6 

8 Which one of the foBowing, if tcue, would not undermine the democ atising potential of 
the Cfaaaic Meya wor{dvlew2 

Ans 1. While they believed in the personhood of oDiecta end plants, they did not belâve in 

the personhood of rivers and enimals. 

 



 

 
 

2. They understood the stone implement end the incense burner in a purely human 

 
3. They depicted their human healers with physical attributes of local medicinal plants. 

4. They believed that annals like cats and dogs that live in proximi\y to humans have a 

more clearly articulated personhood. 



 

 
 

Comprehenslen: 

The passage below is accompanied by a set of questions. Choose the best answer to each 
question. 

 
We cannot kavel outside our neighbourhood without passports. We must wear the same plain 
dothes. We must exchange our houses every ten years. We cannot avoid labour. We all go to 
bed at the same time . . . We have religious freedom, but we cannot deny that the soul dies 
with the body, since ’but for tha fear of punishment, they would have nothing but contempt for 
the laws and customs of society'. . . . In More's time, for much of the population, given the 

plenty and secuñty on offer, such restraints would not have seemed overly unreasonable. For 
modern readers, however, Utopia appears to rely upon ralendess transparency, the 

repression of variety, and the curtailment of privacy. Utopia provides security: but at what 
price? In both ita extema{ and internal relations, indeed, it seems perilously dyatopian. 

 
Such e conclusion might be fortified by axemining ee{ectively the tradiâon which followe More 
on these points. This often portrays societies where . .. 'it would be almost impossible for 
man to be depraved, or wicked’. .. . Thi9 is achieved bofh through institutions and moves, 
which underpin the common life. . .. The passions are regulated and inequalities of we&th 

and distinction are minimized. Needs, vanity, and emulation are restrained, often by prizing 
equality and holding richws in contempt. The desire for public power is curbed. Marriage and 
sexual intercourse are oRen controlled: in Tommaso Campan‹ la's the Cify of the Sun (1623), 
the fiFst great literary utopia after More's, relations are forbidden to men before the age of 
twenty-one and women before ninetean. Communal child-rearing is normal; for Campanalla 

this oommences at age two. Greater simplicity of life, 'living acoording to nature', is often a 
rasult: the desira for simplicity and purity Bra closely ra{ated. People become more alike in 

appearance, opinion, and oudook than they often have been. Unity, order, and homogeneity 
thua prevail at fha coat of individuality and diversity. Thie model, BB J. C. Davia demonsfratee, 
dominated early vtopianism. .. . And utopian homogeneity remains a familiar theme 
well into the twentieth century. 

 

Given these considerations, it is not unreasonable to take as our sorting point here the 
hypothesis that utopia and dystopia evidently shara mora in common than is oRan supposed. 
Indeed, they might be twins, the progeny of the same parents. Insofar as this proves to be the 
caae, my linkege of both here will be uncomfortebly close for eome readers. Yet we should not 
mistake this argument for the assertion that Al utopias ago, or tend to p duoe, dystopias. 
Those who defend this proposition will find that their association here is not nearly dose 



 

 
 

enough. For wa have only to acknowledge the existence of thousands of succeesful 

intentional communities In whlch a cooperadve ethos predominates and where harmony 
without coemion is the mls to set aeide euch an assertion. Hera the individual's submarsion in 
the group is consensual (though this concept is not unproblematic). It results not in 
enslavemenf but voluntary submission to group norms. Harmony is achieved without . . . 
harming others. 



 

 
 

SubQuestion No : 9 

L9 All of the following statements can be inferred from the passage EXCEPT that: 

Ans 1. many conceptions of utopian societies emphasise tho importance of social uniformity 

and cultural homogeneity. 

 
2. it is possible to see utopias as dystopias, with a change in perspective. because one 



 

 
 

person s utopia could be seen as another s dystopia. 

3. utopian so rsties axist in a long badition of literature de&ing with imaginary people 

practicing imaginary customs, in imaginary worlds 

4. utopian and dystopian societies are twins, the progeny of the same parents. 



 

 
 

SubQuestlon No : 10 

Q.10 Following from the passage, which one of the following may be seen as a 
h of a utoplen socletyt 

Ans 1. The regulation of homoganaity through promoting competitiva heterogeneity. 



 

 
 

2. A society without any laws to restrain one’s individuality. 

3. A society where public power ia earned through merit rather then through privilege. 

4. Institutional surveillance oT every individual to ensure his/her secunty and welfare. 



 

 
 

SubQuestlon No : 11 

Q.11 All of the following arguments are made in the passage EXCEPT that: 

Ans 1. 

in early modem utopiantsm, tha stab2ity of utopian socialist was soen to be achieved ‹xdy 

with individuals surrendering their sense of sdf. 
 

in More’s time. there was pleny and security. so people a d not need restraints that could 
appear unreasonable. 
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communities where homoker›eity and bil8y have been 
achieved through choica, rather than by fume. 

 

the tradition of utopian literatnra has often shown socialism in which it would be nearly 
impossible for anyone to be sinful of crimind. 



 

 
 

SubQuestlon No : 12 

Q.12 Which sequence of words below best captures the na ative of the pas9age7 

Ans 1. Rdentless transparency — Homogeneity — Utopia — Dystopia. 



 

 
 

 
2. Curtailment of privacy — Dysto a — Utopia — Intentional communig. 

3. Utopia — Security — Homogeneity — Intentional community. 



 

 
 

4. Utopia — Security — Dystopia — Coercion. 



 

 
 

Comprehenslen: 

The passage below Is aocompanled by a set of questlons. Choose the best answer to each 
question. 

Cut0efish are full of personaIi\y, as behavioral ecologist Alexandra Schnell found out while 
researching the cephalopod's potential to display self-cod. .... ”Sof-control is thought to be 
the cornerstone of intelligence. as it is an important prerequisite for complex decision-making 
and planning for sha futura," eays Schnall . . . 

 

[Schnell's] study used a modified version of the “marshmalow test" During the original 
marshm&Iow test, psychologist Waker Misch& presented children between age four and six 
with one marshmallow. He told them that if they waited 15 minutes and didn't eat it, he would 
give them a second marshmallow. A lang-term follow-up study showad that the children who 
walted for the second marshmallow had more success later in Ilfe. The cuttlefish version 
of the experiment looked e lot different. The raaeercher8 wprked with eix cuttlefieh under nine 
months dd and presented them with seafood instead of sweets. (Preliminary experiments 
showed fhaf cuttfe5shes' favorite food is live grass shrimp, while raw prawns are so-so and 
Asian shore crab is nearly unacceptable.) Sinco the reseamhers couldn't explain to the 
cuttlefish that they would need to wait for their shrimp. they trained them to recognize certain 
shapea that indicated when a food item would becomp available. The symbols wera pasted 
on transparent drawers so that the cut0efish could see the food that was stored inside. One 
drawer. labeled with a circle to mean “immediate.” held raw king prawn. Another drawer. 
labeled with a triangle to mean "delayed," held live goes shrimp. During a cod experiment, 
square labels meant “never.” 

“If their self-control is flexible and I hadn't)ust tralned them to walt in any context, you would 
axpect the cuttlefieh to take tha immediate reward [in the conbo]], evan if it’e their second 
preference,• says Schnell . .. and that’s what they did. That showed the researchers that 
cutflefish wouldn’t reject fhe prawns if ii was the only food available. In the experimentel trials, 
the cuttlafish didn't jump an the prawns if tha live grass shrimp were IaMed with a triangle 
many waited for the shrimp drawer to open up. Each time the cuttlefish showed it could wait. 
the researchers tacked another ten seconds on to the next round of waiting befora releasing 
the shrimp. The longest that a cut0efish waited was 130 seconds. 

 

Schnell [says] that tha cuttlefish usu&Iy sat at the bottom of the tank and baked at the two 



 

 
 

food items while they waited, but sometimes, they would turn away from the king prawn “as if 
to dietract themselves from the temptation of the immediate reward." In past studiaa, humane, 
chimpanzees, parrots and dogs also tried to dlstract themselves while waitlng for a reward. 

Not every speoes can use self-control, but most of the animals that can share another trait in 
common: long, social lives. Cuttlefish, on the other hand, are solitary creatures that don’t form 
relationships even with mates or young. WVe don't know if living in a sociel group is 

important for complex cognition unless we also show those abilities are lacking in less social 
species," says .. . comparative psychologist Jennifer Vonk. 



 

 
 

SubQuestion No : 13 

L13 All of the following constitute a point of difference between the "original" and 
"modified” versions ef the marshmallow test EXCEPT that: 

I Ans 1. tha former was performed over a longer dme span &›an he latter. 



 

 
 

1 2. two formar uaed varb communicate wfth Its subjects, while tea &dec had to 

I develop a syrnbogc means of communication. 

|: 3. 9 e former had human subjects, whoa the lattar had cuttlefieh. 

4. the former correlated self-control and future success, wh€e the latter rotated self- 



 

 
 

control and survival advantages. 



 

 
 

SubQuestion No : 14 

L14 which one of tha foBowing cannot be inferred from Alasandra Schnel ’s experiments 



 

 
 

I Ans 1. Cuttlefish exert ceIf-control with the help of diversions. 

1 2. Like human children, cuttlefish ara capable of self-control. 



 

 
 

' 3. Cuttlefish exercise choice when it comes to food. 

4. Intelligence in a species ie impossible without Sociability. 



 

 
 

SubQuestion No : 15 

L15 In which one of the following scenario would the cuttlefi6h's behaviour demonstrate 
self-control† 

Ans  1. live g‹aas shrimp are released w lIe two law prawn drawers labelled with a circle and 
a triangle respecovely are placed in front of the cutgeflsh; the ngledabe0ed drawer is 
opened Bfter 50 seconds. 

2. raw prawna ara released while an Asian shore crab drawec labdled with a kianQe is 
placed in front of the cut0efish, to be opened after one minute. 

 



 

 
 

3. Asian ehore crabs and raw prawns are simultaneously released while a live grass 

shrimp drawer labelled with a triangle is placed in front of the cuttlefish, to be opened after 

one minute. 

1. raw prawna are released while a live grass shrimp drawer labeled wiin a square is 
pIaosd in food of 6›e cut0efieh. 



 

 
 

SubQuestion No : 18 

L16 which one of tha foBowing, if true, would best complement the passage's findings‘7 



 

 
 

Ans 1. Cuttlefish are equally land of live grass shrimp and raw prawn. 

2. Cutilefish live in big group a that exhibit sociability. 
 



 

 
 

3. Cuttlefish cannot distinguish between geometncal shapes. 

4. Cuttlafish wait longar than 100 seconds for the shrimp drawar in open up. 



 

 
 

Q.17 The passage glven below Is followed by four alternate summarles. Choose the optlon 
that best capturaa the eeaenoe of the paesage. 

 

McGurk and MacDonald (1976) reported a powerful mu{tiaenaory illusion occurring 
with audio•visuaI speech. They recorded a voie articulating eonsonant  ’ba•ba-ba' 
and dubbed it wlth a face artlculatlng another consonant ‘ga-ga•ga'. Even though the 
acoustic speech eignal was well recognized alone, it was heard as another consonant 
aRer dubbing with Incongruent visual speech I.e., ‘da•da•da’. The Illusion, termed as 
the /IcGurk effect, hes been repllcated many times, and It has sparked an abundence 
of research. Tha raason for the great impact is that this is a striking demonstration of 
muftlaenaory Integration, whera that auditory and vlsual informatlon is marged Into a 
unified, integrated percapL 

Ans 1. The McGurk effect which is a demonstration of multiseneory integration has been 

replicated many timea. 

 
When the auditory speech signal daas not maich the visual speech movements, the acoustic 
speech signal is confusing and integration of the hvo is imperfect. 
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Visual speech mismatched with auditory speech can rasult in th+ perception of an entirely 

different message: this illusion is known as the McGurk effect. 



 

 
 

Q.16 The passage glven below Is followed by four alternate summarles. Choose the eptlon 
that beat captures the eeaenoa af the paeaega. 

 
Foreign peacekeepers often exlot In a bubble In the poor ceuntriea In which they are 
deployed, they live in paah compounds, drive fancy vehicles, and distance themselves 
from locale. ThlB FRB be pertlally justified aa they ere outsiders, living In constant fear, 
performlng  a job  tkat Is emotlonelly . But they are often deaplaed by tha 
locals, and many would like them to leave. A better solutlon would be bottom•up 
peacebuilding. which wo›dd involve their spending more time working with 
communities, understanding tI'leir g stances and earning their txt, father than only 

 

Ans 1. Extravagant lifestyles and an n n wwking es 
peacekeepers In poar countries have justl8ably mate them tha target of laced anqe'. 

2. Peacekeeping forces ‹n foreign countries have tended to be aloof for valid reasons 
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more effective If they worked more dosely with local communities. 

3. Peacakaeplrig dutiae would be more efteot ely performed by looal ‹aeldents givan 
thalc better unde‹atandlng, knowledge and mpport with their own communltlee. 

4. The environment In poor countrlea has tended to maga foreign paacakeeplng fo‹eas 
kms in endavae, but it a tirna to change die acenaro. 



 

 
 

Q.19 The passage glven below ie followed by four alternate eummarles. Chooae the eptlon 
that beat capturae the eaaenoa of the paaeaga. 

 

Developing countries are becoming hotbede of bueinaea innovation In much the sems 
way as Japan did from the 1950a onwards They are reinventing systems of production 
and dlstrlbutten, and experimenting with entirely naw bualnese models Why are 
aourrtriea that ware unto recently aaeoCiated with aheap hands now becoming leaders 
In Innovation† Driven by a mixture of ambition and fear they are raMntlees£y climbing 
up the value chain. Emerging-macket champions have not only proved h1ghIy 
competitive in tbeir own backyards, they are zgso going glebal themselves. 

Ans  
Production nd dietrlbution models are going through rBpid inñ0vgfi0ñ0 w‹a1dwide M 
developed countñoe are belng chaBenged by thelr earllar suppi/ers horn the developing 

 
 
kxovatlone In productlon and distribution are he ng emerging axuomiw ozrnpata with 
countries to which thay onc• suppged dloap labour. 

3. 
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ppliers of cheap labour, to become innovators of business modes that have enabled them to 

move up the value chain and go global. 

 
Developing counties are betng fbroed to tnverc new budnese models whkh cha0enge the 
oo business moaals, so thay can remain compete • dorne•tica0y. 



 

 
 

Q.20 Five jumbled up Sentences, related to a topic, are given below. Four of Chem can be 
put tegether to form a coherent paragraph. Identlfy the odd ona out end key In the 
number of the sentence as your answer: 
1. The legal etetua of resources mlned In epace remains emblqueua; and while the 
market for asterold minerals is currency nonexlstent, thls is likaly to change as 
technlcel hurdles dlmlnlsh. 
2. Outer apace ia e commons, and all of it is open fOF Exploration, however, space 
law developed in the 1900s and 60s is state-centric and arguably ill•suited No a 

3. Laws adopted by the US and Luxembourg are first steps, but they only protect 

flrms from competing claims by theic compatriots; a Chinese company wlll not be 
bound by UB law. 
4. Critics say the U6 is conferring rights that it has ne authority to confer; Russia in 
particular has condemned thia, citing the US’ dieraapect for international law. 



 

 
 

k At Isaue now Is commerclal actlvlty, as private firme•••<ather than natlon states 
look txt 9paoe for profit 

Case Sensitivity: No 

Answet 

e 

pe E al 
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Q.21 The four sentences (labelled 1, 2, 3, J) below, wf›en properly sequenced would yleld 
a coherent paragraph. Declde on the proper aaquenclng of the ordar of the 
sentences and key in the Sequ4nc4 Of the four numbers as your answer: 

 

1. In the eentra nervous systems of other animal species, sueh a comprehensive 
regeneration of neurons has not yet been proven beyend doubL 
2. Bi&ogists from tke University of Bayreuth have discovered  a uniquely rapid form 
of regeneration In Injured neurons and their functlon In the central nervous system 
of zebrafish. 
3. They studied the Mauthner cells, which are oo4ely responsible for the escape 
behavlour of the flah, and prevloualy regarded aa incapable of regeneratlon. 



 

 
 

4. However, their ability to regenerate crucial/ depends on the location of the 

Injury. 

Case Sensitlvlty: No 

Answer Type: Equal 



 

 
 

Q.22 The four sentences (labelled 1, 2, 3, 4) below, when properly sequenced would yleld 
e coherent paragraph. Decide on the  proper  sequencing  of  the  order  of  the  

sentences and key In the sequence of the four numbers as your answer: 

1. A popular response is the exhortation to plant more trees. 
2. It seems all but certaln that global warming will go well ebove two degrees••••quIte 
how high no one knows yet. 
3. Burning tnem releases it, whlch 1s why the scale of low ‹ n •e in the Amanon 



 

 
 

basin last year garnered headlines. 
4. This is because trees saquester carbon by absorbing carbon dioxide. 

Case Sensitivity: No 

Ancwer Type: Equal 



 

 
 

O2B The Your sentences (&be led 1, 2, 3, 4) below, when properly sequenced would yield 
a coherent paragreph. Deride on the proper sequencing of the order ef the 
sentences and key in the sequence of the four numbers as your answer: 

 
1. The work is more than the text, for the text only takes on life, when it is realized 
and furthermore the realleatlon Is by no means Independent of the Individual 
dlapoaftion of the reader. 
2. The convergence of text and reader brings the literary work into existence and 
thls convergence is not to be idemifled elther wlth the reellty of the text or with the 
individual disposition of the raader. 
3. From this polarity It follows that the literary work cannot be completely Identlcal 
with the text, or with the realization of the text, but in fact must lie halfway between 
the two. 
4. The lltefary work has two poles, whlch we might call the artlstlc and the 



 

 
 

aesthetic; the artistic refers to tke text created  by  the  author,  and tke  aesthetic  to 
the realizatlen accompllahed by the reader. 

Case Sensitivity: No 

Answer Type: Equal 



 

 
 

Q.24 Flve jumbled up sentences, related to a topic, are glven below. Four of them can be 
put together to form a coherent paragraph. Identlfy tha odd one out and key In the 

number of the sentence as your answer: 
1. There ia e dark side to academic research, especieI{y in Indie, and et its centre ia 
the phenomenon of predatory journals. 
2. But in truth, as long as you pay, yeu can get anythlng publlshed. 
A In look and feel thus, they are exacgy like any reputed journal. 

6   They  claim  to  be Indexed In the Influentlal databases, say they possess 
editoriel beards that comprlse top 9clentlsts end researchers, and claim to heve e 
rigorous peer•review structure. 



 

 
 

A But a large eectlon of reaearchers and ecientlste acroas the world are at the 
receiving end af nothing short of an academic publishing scam. 

CBSe San9itivity: No 

Ariewer Type: Equal 


